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HOMELESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME IN MADRID – VOLUNTEERS SOLIDARITY  FOR DEVELOPMENT 
 

“HOGAR SI” – THE HOMELESS NIGHT (MADRID) 



LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 
SPRING RETURNS 

 
The arrival of 2021 resembles the beginning of spring in countries where we suffer from cold and 
dark winters. After those long nights, after those days of icy winds, after the sadness caused by 
darkness, we eagerly await the arrival of spring. When the days become longer and light arises 
again, life gradually returns as the warm air embraces us with rays of sunshine that announce a 
new rebirth. We gladly watch as the stems of fresh leaves sprout on the trees and we observe 
those tiny buds grow day by day into flowers that will bestow upon us their colours, their 
fragrances, their life. 

 
2021 arrives after a dark night, after a cold winter, after the many absences we have experienced 
throughout a year gone by. Life returns, hopes return, dreams that we can make come true are 
back. The suitcases are brought back out of the wardrobe, ready to set off for dream 
destinations. 
Welcome, as always, Welcome, more than ever! The world awaits us; rebirth awaits us. We shall 
once again intensely experience all the beautiful things that life has to offer. 

 
Welcome as always, welcome more than ever!... we are all looking forward to it, feeling intensely 
how important it is to live our dreams, the responsibility to show you our beautiful planet and to 
work so that our activity and our company may contribute to the construction of a more 
supportive and sustainable world. 

 
In 2020 we unfortunately were forced to stop supporting so many projects that we were eagerly 
helping materialize. In 2020 we had to prioritize helping those linked with Europamundo who had 
suffered the most from the economic impact caused by the tourism industry shutdown. 
With the arrival of the vaccines, the borders will gradually open up, just like the flowers of spring. 
We hope to regain support for our Foundation as soon as we start to function normally. 
Now more than ever, now, as always, we await you filled with hope... let’s go together, together 
again, to experience the profound joy that arises as we get to discover those beautiful places. 
The profound satisfaction of being able to build the world we want together. A similar satisfaction 
to that joy we experience when spring returns, when the first flowers bloom, when we are 
embraced by the warm sun after the dark winter. 

 
Since the creation of our Foundation on 29th April 2011, 151 projects and 41 emergency actions 
have been undertaken in 30 countries. A total of 259,452 people have benefited directly from the 
projects we have funded. 

 
As President of the Europamundo Foundation and CEO of Europamundo Vacaciones, I am very 
proud to present this Annual Report. 

 
Luis Garcia Codron 

President of the Europamundo Foundation 
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WHAT IS THE EUROPAMUNDO FOUNDATION? A PARTNERSHIP 

BETWEEN AN NGO AND A COMPANY 

EUROPAMUNDO FOUNDATION (EMF) is a private, non-profit organisation with its own 
legal identity and full capacity to act. The aim of its founders, Europa Mundo Vacaciones 
(EMV), is to achieve the general interest objectives set out in its statutes. 

 
https://www.cloud- 
europamundo.com/fundacion/files/2014_08/estatutos_fundacion_europamundo.pdf 

 

EMF works to promote the coexistence and mutual understanding between cultures, 
seeking to achieve a more diverse and tolerant world, favouring the use and enrichment 
of humanity’s cultural heritage and fostering tourism awareness among global citizens as 
a development strategy through Sustainable Tourism. Along with Global Compact, EMF 
works towards poverty eradication, the fight against climate change, the reduction of 
inequality through the United Nations 2030 Agenda, its 17 Sustainable Development 
Goals, the 169 associated targets, as well as the development of Good Practices within 
its COMparte platform. EMF collaborates with the WTO in its STEP initiative (Sustainable 
Tourism Eliminating Poverty), created at the World Summit on Sustainable Development 
held in Johannesburg in 2002. 

 

Contributions to this Foundation mainly come from its parent company EMV and from 
Europamundo Vacaciones’ collaborators via its Operators, Suppliers, Travel Agents, 
Partners and Company Staff. Indirectly, it also comes via all the passengers who travel 
on Europa Mundo Vacaciones (EMV) tours. EMV donates 2 euros to its Foundation for 
each passenger on EMV tours, to support the projects of the NGOs that participate in its 
annual call for proposals. 

In September 2020, the tenth call for project funding for social and environmental entities 
was cancelled. The 25 projects approved for funding in 2020 had to be put on hold until 
the tourism sector normalises and the Europamundo Foundation’s primary donor, EMV, 
recovers its sales to 2019 levels. 

https://www.cloud-europamundo.com/fundacion/files/2014_08/estatutos_fundacion_europamundo.pdf
https://www.cloud-europamundo.com/fundacion/files/2014_08/estatutos_fundacion_europamundo.pdf


It’s in EMF’s general interest to carry out social and voluntary activities to develop 
particularly vulnerable areas and sectors of the population, both in Spain and other 
countries, and promote sustainable human development. Also, actions that contribute to 
promote and improve the impact of sustainable and responsible tourism. 

 

 

Tounfite (Tizin Inuazán), operational base of the Medical Volunteers Project in 
the High Atlas 



The criteria and requirements that the Evaluation Committee of the Europamundo 
Foundation considers for the awarding of financial grants to the different projects 
presented are detailed in the annual Proposal Requirements section, except for 2020. 

 
https://www.europamundo.com/fundacion/convocatorias.aspx 

 

The Evaluation Committee consists of 25 members, 7 guides and 18 office staff, formed 
at the request of the President of the Foundation and CEO of Europamundo Vacaciones 
S.L. Such committee has a triple funcition: (I) they are in charge of selecting the 
beneficiaries from among all the projects received annually in response to the call for 
proposals issued every September. These accepted projects are financed and executed 
using the Europamundo Foundation´s Fund a year after the respective call for proposals 
has been issued. (II) They organise different activities carried out throughout the year for 
some of their beneficiaries, and (III) also programme and execute international volunteer 
missions. 

Besides, during the year 2020, a Dynamization Group within the Foundation was created, 
consisting of 5 guides and 4 office staff, to manage the activities related to the new 
normality developed by the pandemic. 

 

Project funding was cancelled during 2020. 
 
 

MEDICAL SOLIDARITY – HEALTH VOLUNTEERS IN THE BOLIVIAN AMAZON RAINFOREST 

http://www.europamundo.com/fundacion/convocatorias.aspx


The number of beneficiaries. 

 
Throughout the years 2011 – 2020, 151 projects have been conducted, with a total of 
259,452 direct beneficiaries in 30 countries around the world, with the collaboration with 
50 NGOs. 

 
Over the course of 2020. The tourism industry came to a standstill, affecting the primary 
source of income for Europamundo, the mian contributor to the Europamundo 
Foundation. This meant that only 3 projects could be carried out in 2 countries: Bolivia 
and Spain. However, the funds received by the Europamundo Foundation in 2020 were 
used to help team members or people close to Europmaundo, who were experiencing 
difficulties as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic through our Solidary/Shelter Project, 
which will be presented on page 15. 

 

PARTICIPANTS IN OUR THEMATIC TUESDAYS 



 



 

DONATION MADE IN JANUARY 2020 CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN 



- 

- 

The Europamundo Foundation implements four 
strategic lines of action: 

PROJECTS 
Following its main strategic line of action, i.e. project financing, Europamundo Foundation 
launches an annual call for proposals (except in 2020) where its Evaluation Committee 
conducts the project selection process. This project is carried out throughout the year 
according to the “Project’s Life Cycle”, as depicted above. 

 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE STAKEHOLDERS 

The Foundation is committed to the collaboration between the organisation and its 
different groups of interest such as EMV employees, collaborators, clients, suppliers and 
project funding partners, as well as their volunteers. 

 

VOLUNTEERING 
 

Corporative. The Europamundo Foundation consists of 25 volunteers who make up 
the Assessment Committee and 9 volunteers who make up the Dynamization Group, 
who organise the Foundation’s activities throughout the year. 

Collaborative. Housing and Shelter Programme for the Homeless in collaboration 
with Solidarity Associations for the Development, Dance, Theatre, and Diversity for young 
people with disabilities with the NGO Dan Zass and the Oxiria Foundation´s programme of 
activities involving young people with disabilities and therapy dogs. The inter-company 
race organised by Acción contra el Hambre (Action Against Hunger), which did not take 
place in 2020. 

International. International volunteer programme in Nepal, India, Kenya, Senegal, 
Morocco, Bolivia, Ecuador and Honduras. Soon with Tanzania. 

 

OTHER SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITIES 

Activities to  raise social and environmental awareness among Europamundo´s 
employees, collaborators, and some members from their groups of interest 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MEDICAL SOLIDARITY. MEDICAL VOLUNTEERING IN THE MANIQUI RIVER (BOLIVIAN AMAZON RAINFOREST) 



 
Projects executed in 2020 

 
PROJECTS APPROVED AND FUNDED UNDER THE EUROPAMUNDO 
FOUNDATION’S 2019 FUND REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 

 
 

DISCOVERING MORE OF MADRID´S SECRETS 
 

Another great success was Europamundo´s collaborative project Cultural Tours using 
Therapy Dogs: “WOLF, THERE IS NO BETTER WAY TO GET TO KNOW MADRID!” and 
TOGETHER WE’LL KEEP ON EXPLORING MADRID, whose goal was to get to know the 
most significant cultural aspects that the city of Madrid has to offer. 

 
The new project “DISCOVERING MORE OF MADRID´S SECRETS”, still bets on continuing 
with the learning of other cultural aspects that Madrid has to offer. It was carried out with the 
collaboration of Europamundo volunteers along with students and tutors from the Oxiria 
Foundation. 

 
Direct beneficiaries: 37 students of the Oxiria Foundation 

Indirect beneficiaries: The volunteering people from Europamundo 

Geographical area: Madrid (Spain) 

 
Duration: 5 months 

 

https://www.fundacionoxiria.org/ 
 

 

HEALTH CARE ASSISTANCE FOR THE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES IN BENI 
DEPARTMENT 

 

This project aims to create and establish a self-sustainable health care system in the 
poorest and most neglected areas of the Bolivian jungle. Expeditions are carried out to the 
most remote communities for this purpose. Basic health workers are trained by qualified 
volunteers who participate in solidarity trips to Bolivia, where they give training and provide 
basic health kits to the communities. 

https://www.fundacionoxiria.org/


Direct beneficiaries: 4,000 people 

 
 

Influence area population: 40,000 people 

Geographical area: Department of Beni. Bolivia 

Duration: 12 months 

 
 

www.solidaridadmedica.org 
 

 

THE HOMELESS FROM THE STREETS OF MADRID. 

 
This project assists the homeless in the city of Madrid. It consists of seven daily routes that 
cover the city centre from Monday to Thursday. The routes are organised by social 
volunteers who seek to create a space to meet homeless people on their turf. Thus helping 
them overcome their loneliness, accompanying their process, and strengthening those 
relational and emotional aspects to regain the motivation and self-esteem necessary to start 
all over. Besides, we are part of a network that is constantly linked to other resources and 
organisations, and the project carries out intense social awareness. 

 
Direct beneficiaries: 250 people 

Indirect beneficiaries: 2,700 people. (As per the Local Technical Forum for Homelessness 
estimates) 

Geographical areas: City of Madrid (Spain) 

 
Duration: 12 months 

 

 

 
http://www.solidarios.org.es/ 

http://www.solidaridadmedica.org/
http://www.solidarios.org.es/


SPECIAL PROJECT. SOLIDARITY FUND – SHELTER FUND 
 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

The Europamundo Solidarity and Europamundo Shelter projects emerge with a double 
objective: cover the basic needs of Europamudo´s team of guides, the most vulnerable 
group in the company at that time, and, on the other hand, carry out leisure and training 
activities during the State of Emergency and New Normality periods for all the company 
employees, family members and interest groups such as: Travel Agents from the 57 
countries where the company operates, their clients, suppliers and companies linked to 
EMV. 

 
The aim of the project is based on the potential such a large array of Guides has to offer. 
They are extroverted, cultural, cheerful and proactive professionals, however inactive at 
this time. So we took advantage of their talents to create a variety of activities and 
projects to offer, unveilling opportunities that this time of Covid-19 health and social crisis 
could have brought by. 

 
Thanks to the material, financial, and personnel support of EMV, several workgroups 
made up of office workers and guides have been created to develop the Europamundo 
Solidarity/Shelter project in an organised and coordinated manner. 

 
PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

 
General objective: 

 

 The realisation of internal company activities with the collaboration of guides as a 
basis for training and leisure activies for staff, family members and other groups of 
interest.

 Financially support through EMV´s Solidarity and Shelter Funds, providing a 
complementary aid so that all tour guides shall receive an amount considered as a vital 
minimum relief.

 Implementation of the Corporate Social Responsibility commitment, always under 
the framework of our Code of Ethics and Good Practices Manual.

 

Specific objectives 
 

- Strengthen team spirit in the development of this Ethical and Social Responsibility 
project in line with our founding principle "We are all Europamundo". 

 
- Involve as many guides as possible in the project and empower their self-concept by 
pointing out their value, talents and abilities, to keep them active during these months of 
inactivity. 



- Lead the sector and act as a role model, raising awareness of the problem, showcasing 
the creative and caring solutions we are coming up with, and seeking the support of all 
our stakeholders. 

 
BENEFICIARIES 

 
- Guides: All the guides members of the staff, 252 (123 women and 129 men). 
- Office staff: 195 (135 women and 60 men). 
- Family members: 172 (85 sons and 87 daughters) and friends. 
- Travel Agents, clients, (589 Distributors between Operators and Travel Agencies). 
- Companies requesting contracted services. 

 
INITIATIVES 

 
Calendar of activities on Europamundo Solidario Facebook and Europamundo TV 
YouTube 

 
Facebook statistics: 

 
Total members: 15,362 
Posts, comments and reactions from May to December: 319.078 

 
Training of travel agents. 

 
Over the last 9 months from April to December, 304 trainings have been carried out with 
the attendance of 43,406 people. 

 
A total of 109 guides, 93 from Europamundo and 16 from Europamundo Operators, have 
participated in the training of Travel Agents. 

 
The breakdown for the total number of 43,406 attendees is 30,346 in Spanish, 6,060 in 
Portuguese and 
7,000 in English 

 

Language school. 
 

For this project there are 17 guides prepared to give classes in different languages. Their 
level is bilingual or C2, 4 in Spanish, 3 in Portuguese, 6 in English and 3 in Japanese. 

 
There are currently 144 students having English (77), Spanish (8), Portuguese (25), 
French (1) and Japanese (33) classes. They are EMV office staff, sales staff in India 
(Spanish classes), JTB Japan and Schultz staff in Brazil in June and July (30), totalling 
up 1,392 hours of teaching. 

 
Travel Charter. 

 
The idea is to create more exclusive trips, such as family trips, travelling in groups of 
friends, guided tours, themes trips. 

 
Since May, more than 300 proposals have been received. At the moment there are 60 
routes uploaded to the system (34 Peninsula, 12 Atlantic Europe, 14 Mediterranean 
Europe). 

 

109 guides have participated (67 guides in routes in Spain and 42 guides in routes in 
Europe), 20 office staff and 1 external person (President of an NGO). 



Marketing of our product in the travel agency channel throughout the Iberian peninsula. 
 

The sales staff for this campaign is made up of 88 people between office staff (18) and 
guides (70). Nearly 3,400 points of sale have been visited. 

 
Very Travelers (Muy Viajeros). 

 
Project for the launching of a new magazine within the Zinet publishing group in 
collaboration with EMV. It was based on articles written by our expert guides and office 
staff. A total of 170 articles/reports have already been received, involving 61 guides and 
16 office staff, with a team of 4 editors. 

 
For Smiles in the Family. 

 
We are currently holding parties aimed at the children of EMV employees, but not only. 
The children of tour operators and travel agents from all over Latin America who work 
with EMV are equally welcome. This includes parties where also the children of our 
clients or companies linked to EMV can connect. 

 

 

In total, from the beginning of the state of emergency until December, 31 parties have 
been held with 735 minors and 10 guides. 

 

 

Empty Spain, Hidden Spain. 
 

A total of 16 a la carte routes yet to be included in the catalogue have been made 
throughout the most beautiful villages in the country. Ten office staff, 10 guides, 
members of the Groups and Guides departments and one extra-worker have 
collaborated in this initiative. 

 
Good News. 

 
EMV understands that at a time when we are surrounded by bad and fake news, it is 



necessary to share some Good News every now and then. Its content will always be 
focused on EMV news. An average of 3 pieces of news has been produced every week. 

 
Around 20 people, have collaborated in this initiative, which includes the coordinating 
staff (5 guides and 5 office workers), Europamundo executives, Social Media 
Department, Commercial Department and the Translation Team. 

 
Translations. 

 
There is a team of 30 guides who have done translations from Spanish into English and 
Portuguese, 10 of them translate into both languages, 13 into English and 7 into 
Portuguese. A total of 590 texts have been translated so far. 

 
Media Bag. 

 
"To make people dream and travel from the Sofa", 3 lists - of films, books and music - 
will be created. 

 
These lists will be accessible by all Europamundo's interest groups in Spanish, 
Portuguese and English. 18 guides have collaborated. 

 
Update information on "My Trip" - Tips. 

 
The aim is to update the information given to customers about their tours and to fine-tune 
the "My Trip" tool. 

 
120 new city guides have been produced and the 160 travel guides already published 
have been updated and translated into English and Portuguese. Forty-five guides have 
collaborated. 

 
Audio guides - Europamundo Audio. 

 
It is a tool for Global Market travellers who do not have English as their mother tongue. 

 

So far 186 audio guides have been produced, 89 in English, 3 in Farsi, 8 in Hindi, 21 in 
Arabic, 17 in Bahasa, 12 in Mandarin and 36 in Russian. There are 17 guides, 6 office 
staff and 3 commercial staff (2 Indian and 1 Russian) collaborating in this initiative. 

 
Mapping. 

 
A tool to identify and improve real circuits as well as working on the creation of new 
routes through the elaboration of maps. We can continue travelling from home, while 
learning and enjoying ourselves. 

 
A total of 45 people have collaborated. 

 
Live broadcasts on Instagram. 

 
The idea is to make 15-minute broadcasts in which our guides will show us various 
aspects of the different cultures and cities of our tours. There have been 63 live 
broadcasts with 1,511 participants and 11,790 reproductions. 35 guides have 
participated in these live Instagram videos. 

 

Technical and audiovisual support. 
 

So far 15 guides have collaborated and 200 presentations have been made in Spanish, 



Portuguese and English, totalling up 70 videos and 100 a la carte travel routes (trip 
styles tours). 

 
Activities of the Foundation. 

 
A group made up of 5 guides and 5 office staff has been created and is working to make 
the Foundation a little more dynamic. 

 
Chronogram. 

 
The project initially started on the 1st of April, lasting until the 31st of December. 

 
The calendar of activities offered in the project will be determined by their demand and 
the re-establishment of our activity. 

 
Summary of activities carried out 

 
In the 3 months of the State of Emergency and new normality in Spain, 16 activities have 
been carried out, involving the participation of 613 guides, 271 office colleagues and a 
total of 52,360 participants, with the implementation of more than 4,000 activities. 

 
FINANCING OF THE PROJECT 

 
The financing of the project is based on a double donation to be made to the special 
account of Europamundo Foundation for Fundraising Campaigns for Special Situations. 
Such situations are for instance the current circumstances caused by the COVID19 
pandemic and the total paralysis of the tourism sector. 

 
- Solidarity Fund: Donations made by different stakeholders such as employees, 
customers (Operators), passengers, travel agents, suppliers and companies related to 
EMV. 

 
The donations made to this fund at 31 December 2020 amounted to 56,091.67 €. 

 

- Shelter Fund: Europamundo Vacaciones undertakes to contribute the equivalent of 
80% of the total amount generated by the training and leisure activities carried out by the 
guides every month. The remaining 20% will be a contribution from the guides to the 
Solidarity-Shelter Fund. 

 
The amount donated by EMV was 279,908.69 €. 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BALANCE OF ACTIONS 
 

FEM FUND CALL FOR PROPOSALS 2019 

PROJECTS FINANCED IN 2020 

 
GEOGRAPHICAL AREA 

 

 
DATE 2019 

GEOGRAPHICAL NUMBER AMOUNT  

AREA OF OF THE AID  

 PROJECTS   

    

Latin America 1 10.000,00 € 52,71% 

Europe 2 8.970,00 € 47,29% 
    

Total 3 18.970,00 € 100,00% 
 

 

AREA OF ACTION 

 
DATE 2019 

AREA NUMBER AMOUNT  

OF OF OF THE AID  

ACTION PROJECTS   

    

HEALTH 1 10.000,00 € 52,71% 

SOCIAL ACTION 2 8.970,00 € 47,29% 
    

Total 3 18.970,00 100,00% 

 
 

SECTOR OF THE 
POPULATION 

 

 
 DATE 2019 

SECTOR OF THE 
POPULATION 

NUMBER 
OF 

PROJECTS 

AMOUNT 
OF THE AID 

 

 

 

    

Conjunto de la 
población 

 
1 

 
10.000,00 € 

 
52,71% 

Juventud 1 4.500,00 € 23,72% 

Personas sin 
hogar 

 
1 

 
4.470,00 € 

 
23,56% 

Total 3 18.970,00 € 100,00% 
 

 
Note: Percentages are calculated by amount, not by number of projects. 



BALANCE OF ACTIONS 
FEM FUND CALL FOR PROPOSALS 2011 - 2019 

PROJECTS FINANCED IN 2012 - 2020 
 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
AREA 

DATE 2012-2019 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
AREA 

NUMBER 
OF 

PROJECTS 

AMOUNT 
OF THE AID 

 

 
LATIN MAERCIA 

 
63 

1.058.827,78 
€ 

 
54,58% 

AFRICA 27 224.453,51 € 11,57% 

ASIA 22 355.506,91 € 18,33% 

EUROPE 35 248.438,92 € 12,81% 

MIDDLE EAST 4 52.763,98 € 2,72% 

 
Total 

 
151 

1.939.991,10 
€ 

 
100,00% 

 
AREA OF ACTION 

DATE 2012-2019 

 
AREA OF ACTION 

NUMBER 
OF 

PROJECTS 

AMOUNT 
OF AID 

 

EDUCATION 23 255.353,08 € 13,16% 

PRODUCTIVE 
SECTORS 

 
1 

 
31.608,40 € 

 
1,63% 

HEALTH 28 367.202,37 € 18,93% 

INFRAESTRUCTURES 9 117.046,92 € 6,03% 

SOCIAL ACTION 57 489.762,23 € 25,25% 

TOURISM 25 552.828,10 € 28,50% 

BUSINESS CREATION 1 24.690,00 € 1,27% 

SOCIAL CAPITAL 2 27.500,00 € 1,42% 

HUMANITARAIN AID 5 74.000,00 € 3,81% 

Total 151 1.939.991,10 100,00% 

 
SECTOR OF POPULATION 

DATE 2012-2019 

SECTOR OF 
POPULATION 

NUMBER 
OF 

PROYECT 

AMOUNT 
OF THE AID 

 

THE ENTIRE 
POPULATION 

 
62 

1.071.166,76 
€ 

 
55,22% 

WOMEN 12 223.163,75 € 11,50% 

YOUTH 33 268.219,80 € 13,83% 

MINORS 30 222.137,34 € 11,45% 

INMIGRANTS 3 37.733,12 € 1,95% 

REFUGEES 7 99.621,73 € 5,14% 

HOMELESS 4 17.948,60 € 0,93% 

 
Total 

 
151 

1.939.991,10 
€ 

 
100,00% 
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Cooperation agreements 

PASOS COOPERATION 

Europamundo Vacaciones has renewed the collaboration agreement with the NGO Pasos 
Cooperation in order to finance a project carried out by a network of community health 
volunteers in the region of Tounfite, province of Midelt, in the Moroccan Atlas. 

The aim is to improve the health of the population of isolated villages without health posts in 
the Circle of Tounfite, Central High Atlas. At an altitude of 1,800 to 2,300 meters, the project 
consisted of maintaining a network of "base houses" run by health volunteers and equipped 
with emergency health kits. The network of health volunteers is made up of 23 volunteers from 
16 villages in the Tounfite and Imichil areas. 

 
This project is developed in the villages located in the valleys between Tounfite and Imilchil 
(communes of Agoudim, Sidi Yahya and Anemzi, province of Midelt), in the Central High Atlas. 
It is a region of high mountains, with an Amazigh speaking and cultured population, and an 
agro-pastoral economy of survival (agricultural crops, goat and sheep herding). Although there 
is a small rural tourist activity that is very little developed (also for survival). There is a very 
high degree of illiteracy, which is more than 90 % among women. There are villages at 
altitudes of up to 2,200 m, and the climate is very cold in winter, with heavy snowfalls that 
often isolate the population. 

 
The duration of the project is one year, starting in October 2019 and ending in September 
2020. Only one expedition was carried out, as in May 2020 we were in the middle of the 
pandemic and the borders were closed. 

 

www.pasoscooperacion.webcindario.com 
 

ECODES (ECOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION). 
 

The collaboration with Ecodes in 2020 comes from the realization of a Report on Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions (GHG) for Europamundo. Nevertheless, since the beginning, that is, 5 years 
ago, both the report and the compensation have been financed fifty/fifty between 
Europamundo Foundation and its parent company EMV. 

http://www.pasoscooperacion.webcindario.com/


 
 

 

CO2 FACTOR 
 

In 2020 Europamundo Vacaciones and Europamundo Foundation received a proposal for the 
calculation of the carbon footprint through CO2 Factor to compensate CO2 emissions: 3,768 
tons of CO2 emitted during 2019 through 2 projects: 

 
- Wind power generation project in the city of Hamy (China). 
- Avoided deforestation project in the Amazon region of Acre (Brazil). 

 
The first project is a United Nations bond called CERs and the latter was acquired under the 
VCS standard. 

 
This compensation was not carried out due to the COVID 19 pandemic and the consequent 
paralysis of the tourism sector from March to December 2020. 

 

https://www.factorco2.com/es/ 

https://www.factorco2.com/es/


  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Other activities in 2020 
Christmas party. 

 
On the last 23rd of December, our tour guide colleagues, members of the group “Smiles for a 
family” within the Solidarity Fund Programme, organised two Christmas parties for the children 
of Europamundo staff. They were organised into two groups: children younger than six years 
old and a second one for children older than six. The meetings took place via Zoom 
conference call. 

 

 
 

EUROPAMUNDO´S FOOD, CLOTHES, TOYS AND FAIRY TALE BOOKS COLLECTION 
CAMPAIGN. 

 

As the Europamundo Foundation has done for the last four years, we have organised a 
collection campaign to gather non-perishable food, clothes, toys and fairy tale books. This is a 
special year for all due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, particularly for the most vulnerable 
families, which make up around 30% of our population. 

 

This campaign lasted from the 2nd till the 18th of December, with the option for the material to 
be collected from the residence of those unable to go to the designated collecting points. 

 
There has also been the possibility of making donations to the Foundation through a current 
account wire transfer or Bizum; 

 
Caixa´s current account: ES53 2100 3818 4702 0009 2893 

 Bizum: “Make a donation”, code: 01518

 
NGOs or Social Entities that have received the donations: 

 

 Madrina Foundation (Women and baby clothing, baby food, toys and fairy tale books). 
https://madrina.org/. Madrid – Tetuán

 Victoria Association against gender violence and Hoy por Ti (Clothes, food, toys and fairy 
tale books). https://asociacionvictoria.wordpress.com/ . Fuenlabrada
 Ángeles Urbanos Association (Clothes, food). https://angelesurbanos.org/ . Hortaleza

 Parroquia San Ramón de Puente de Vallecas (Clothes, food, toys). 
http://www.parroquiasanramonmadrid.com/ . Madrid – Vallecas
 Pato Amarillo (Food). http://asociacionpatoamarillo.com/ . Madrid – Orcasitas
 Somos Tribu (Food). www.somostribuvk.com/ . Madrid - Vallecas

https://madrina.org/
https://asociacionvictoria.wordpress.com/
https://angelesurbanos.org/
http://www.parroquiasanramonmadrid.com/
http://asociacionpatoamarillo.com/
http://www.somostribuvk.com/


The Foundation would like to thank all our office colleagues and guides for their unconditional 
support, participation and donations to this campaign. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.cloud-europamundo.com/fundacion/files/2021- 
01/EM_Fundacion_05_Final_sml.mp4 

 

ADVENT WREATH WORKSHOP 

 

On the 4th of December, Europamundo Foundation and Oxiria Foundation organised the third 
edition of the Christmas workshops via videoconference, due to the current COVID-19 
Pandemic. Twelve students from the Oxiria Foundation and eight members of Europamundo 
staff attended the meeting. The young people from Oxiria Foundation are students of the 
programme for the social and labour inclusion of people with disabilities, who acted as 
teachers in the workshop. In addition, the Master Florist, two teachers and the Manager of the 

 

Foundation also took part in the workshop. 

 
https://www.fundacionoxiria.org/ 

http://www.cloud-europamundo.com/fundacion/files/2021-01/EM_Fundacion_05_Final_sml.mp4
http://www.cloud-europamundo.com/fundacion/files/2021-01/EM_Fundacion_05_Final_sml.mp4
https://www.fundacionoxiria.org/


HUGS SOLIDARITY GALA “Cure Dravet Syndrome” 
 

The Europamundo Foundation has participated by sponsoring the Hugs Solidarity Campaign 
to raise funds for the rare disease Dravet Syndrome. 

 
The Dravet Syndrome is a severe form of child epilepsy that is very difficult to treat. A 
mutation in the gene SCN1A causes the genetic defect. 

 
The research of Genetic Therapy applied to Dravet is being carried out by Scientists from the 
Foundation for Applied Medical Research (FIMA) in Pamplona, the University of Tel Aviv 
(TAU) in Israel, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, the University of Montpellier in 
France, the Dravet Syndrome Foundation in Spain and the Centre of Translational Research 
in Applied Medicine, Innomedyx in Valencia with whom the Europamundo Foundation 
collaborates. 

 
SUPPORTING RARE DISEASES 

 
The Europamundo Foundation has already been collaborating for several years with various 
associations and research centres such as Innomedyx and the Applied Medical Research 
Foundation. During 2020, the Europamundo Foundation has supported research work of the 
rare diseases Dravet Syndrome and Prader Willi Syndrome. 

 
OXIRIA FOUNDATION WORKSHOPS 

 

A total of six workshops were held, the first two were theoretical trainings for the Oxiria 
Foundation members, and the remaining workshops were together with the volunteers of 
Europamundo Foundation and the therapy dogs in different parks in Madrid. 



 

 

THEMATIC TUESDAYS. 

 
On the third Tuesday of every month during the working low season of Europamundo, its 
parent company, the Europamundo Foundation, organises the "Thematic Tuesdays”. In those 
events, the Foundation invites one of the NGOs with which it collaborates in the financing of 
some of its projects. There, the NGO will talk about its projects, organization, its present and 
future. 
“Thematic Tuesdays” seek to give visibility to vulnerable people in social exclusion, such as 
those suffering gender violence, functional disabilities, the homeless, refugees or people over 
45 years old. In addition, they deal with issues such as sustainability and environmental 
awareness. 
The Foundation wants to point out those issues among its stakeholders. It is a way to let 
them know about the urgent need to contribute to the common good of our world, as well as 
promote volunteering, support campaigns among all Europamundo employees and publicise 
the work of so many NGOs that work with vulnerable groups. 
Since October, 4 conferences have been held, one in January 2020 and three from October 
to December 2020: 

 
EUFORIA ASSOCIATION OF TRANS-ALLIED FAMILIES. On January 21st 2020, Saida the 

spokesperson of Euforia, gave us a conceptual approach to trans identity. 



 

 
 

ACNUR. On October 20th 2020, we started our “Thematic Tuesdays” conferences/speeches 

with ACNUR, the UN Refugee Agency based in Spain. Karmele Sáez Sáez its representative 

and Technical Project Manager, told us about the current situation of refugees around the 

world. 

 
This talk had the peculiarity that the interviewer and moderator was the CEO of 
Europamundo and president of its Foundation, Luis García Codron. 

 
PRESENTATION OF OUR TOUR OPERATORS AND THEIR PROJECTS. On November 
24th 2020, the second conference began with the description and development of projects by 
4 of our tour operators. They are clients of Europamundo Vacaciones in Costa Rica, Panama 
and Dominican Republic. Luis García did the introduction and our colleagues Claudia Braña 
and Monica Garcia acted as moderators and interviewers. 

 
• Adriana Fabrega (Panama), CEO of Contactos, Representaciones y Destinos S.A and 
president of Imaginari Foundation. 
• Roig Brenes (Costa Rica), CEO of Viapunto and president of Casa Rara Foundation. 
• José Augusto Castro (Dominican Republic), CEO of Viajes AGT, as well as adviser and 
former president of  Bameso club. 
• Michelle Rojas (Dominican Republic). CEO of Suplitur. 

 
SOMOS TRIBU. On December 15th 2020, we continued with our third conference of 
Thematic Tuesdays about neighborhood solidarity in the neighborhood of Vallecas in Madrid, 
through Somos Tribu Association. Solidarity and mutual support are their weapons in these 
times of crisis caused by COVID-19. Our colleagues Begoña Pacios and Monica Garcia did 
the interview and moderated the conversation. 

 



 

EMERGENCY FUND. 
 

In 2020, the Europamundo Foundation's Emergency Fund intervened in emergencies in 
Yemen with UNHCR, when the snowstorm "Karim" harmed Syrian refugees in Arsal 
(Lebanon). The Foundation was also involved in Action Against Hunger and severe floodings 
in El Salvador, and supported our Tour Operator Euromundo. 

 
https://www.cloud-europamundo.com/fundacion/files/2020-07/el_salvador.mp4 

 

 

FUND FOR OCCASIONAL AID. 
 

For the past 4 years, Europamundo Foundation has been making donations to different 
entities for the research of rare diseases. In 2020 we have supported the Investigación 
Aplicada para el Sindrome de Dravet’s Foundation (Applied Research Foundation for Dravet 
Syndrome), and the Asociación Sindrome de Prader Willi (Prader Willi Syndrome 
Association). 

 
This fund has supported the Asociación Angeles Urbanos (Urban Angels Association), the 
Recover Foundation for Hospitals in Africa, the Convent of Our Lady of Providence in 
Calcutta, FAMMA (Federation of Associations of People with Physical and Organic 
Disabilities in Madrid), and Pasos Cooperación in its health project in the neighborhood of 
Acahual, in Managua. 

 
CAMPAIGN TO COLLECT BOTTLE CAPS FOR RECYCLING. 

 
The Europamundo Foundation annually manages the collection of plastic bottle caps at the 
offices of Europamundo Vacaciones headquarters. This is done among its office workers in 
collaboration with some tour guides. The bottle caps are then sent to the schools of the 
children of Europamundo employees, and also to Seur Foundation's campaign ”caps for a 
new life". 

 
https://www.fundacionseur.org/recogida-de-tapones/ 

 

These bottle caps are used to help children with serious health problems who need medical 
treatment or orthopedics not covered by the Social Security System. 

https://www.cloud-europamundo.com/fundacion/files/2020-07/el_salvador.mp4
https://www.fundacionseur.org/recogida-de-tapones/


 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Floods in El Salvador - FEM Emergency Fund 



 
 
 

 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 



Annual Call for the 2020 Fund of Europamundo 
Foundation CANCELED 

 

MEDICAL SOLIDARITY - HEALTH VOLUNTEERS IN MANIQUI’S RIVER (BOLIVIAN AMAZON FOREST) 
 

OXIRIA FOUNDATION - ADVENT CROWN WORKSHOP 



02 
ONLINE WORK 

WORLD TOURISM ORGANIZATION (OMT/UNWTO). 

The parent company of the Europamundo's Foundation, Europamundo Vacaciones, partnered 
with the UNWTO and was accepted as an affiliate member at the last General Assembly held 
in Gyeongiu, South Korea, from 8th to 14th October 2011. 

 
The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO): http://www2.unwto.org/es it is the United 
Nations agency responsible for promoting responsible, sustainable and accessible tourism for 
all. 

 

As the main international organization in the field of tourism, UNWTO advocates tourism that 
contributes to economic growth, inclusive development and environmental sustainability. It 
also provides leadership and support to the sector in expanding its tourism knowledge and 
policies worldwide. 

http://www2.unwto.org/es


The UNWTO defends the implementation of the Global Code of Ethics for Tourism to 
maximize the industry's socio-economic contribution, while minimizing its possible negative 
impacts. It is committed to promoting tourism as a tool to achieve the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals for 2030 (SDGs), aimed at reducing poverty and promoting 
sustainable development. 

 
At Fitur 2016, Europamundo signed the Code of Ethics before the UNWTO Secretary-General. 

 
Among its members there are 153 countries, seven territories and more than 500 affiliated 
members representing the private sector, educational institutions, tourism associations and 
local tourism authorities. 

 

 

 www.step.unwto.org

 

GLOBAL COMPACT 

Europamundo Vacaciones is a partner of the Spanish Network of the United Nations Global 
Compact. It is an international and voluntary initiative of ethical commitment aimed at 
companies in all countries to implement as an integral part of their operations and strategy its 
10 Principles of Business Conduct and Action on Corporate Social Responsibility in different 
areas: Human Rights, Labor Standards, Environment, the fight against corruption, as well as 
the implementation of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. 

 
The Global Compact also advises entities to produce a progress or sustainability report, as a 
further step in the implementation of their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policies. 

 

 

https://www.pactomundial.org/ 

https://www.pactomundial.org/


 

 

SOLIDARY FOR DEVELOPMENT - HOMELESS PROGRAME 
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INSTITUTIONAL AND 
MEDIA PRESENCE 
ANNUAL CALL. 

 
For the last 8 years, from 2012 to 2019, Europamundo Foundation has launched a call for 
financial support   for NGOs that present their projects throughout September. In 2020, this 
call came to a halt due to the exceptional circumstances caused by the COVID-19 Pandemic 
and by the paralysis of the global and national economy. This includes the tourism industry, 
the sector of our parent company, Europamundo Vacaciones, main donor of the 
Europamundo Foundation. 

 
https://www.europamundo.com/fundacion/convocatorias.aspx. CANCELED 

http://www.europamundo.com/fundacion/convocatorias.aspx.CANCELED


 
 
 

DISCOVERING MORE MADRILIAN SECRETS - OXIRIA FOUNDATION 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Attached file: Financial Report of the Europamundo Foundation on the Web: 

 
http://www.europamundo.com/fundacion/Memoria.aspx?paisID=1 

http://www.europamundo.com/fundacion/Memoria.aspx?paisID=1


 
 
 

APPLIED INVESTIGATION FOUNDATION - DRAVET SYNDROME 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
We thank our parent company, Europamundo, for the continuous support to this Foundation. 
We also thank the employees of Europamundo, our customers, travel agents, companies 
who are directly or indirectly linked to the Europamundo Foundation or Europamundo for their 
donations. 

 
We would also like to express our gratefulness to the entities that applied for the 2019 

call for propolsals, whose projects were approved for funding throughout 2020. Due to 
the suspension of financial aid because of COVID-19, these projects were not able to 
be launched with the Europamundo Foundation resources. 

 
- Solidaridad Médica (Medical Solidarity) - Comparte Foundation 
- Solidarios para el Desarrollo (Solidarity for Development) - Asem 
- Asociación Victoria (Vitória Association) - Club Bameso 
- Afrikable Vacaciones Solidarias - UNHCR / ACNUR 
- Association of Waorani women from the Ecuadorian Amazon - Casa Rara Foundation 
- Lights of Hope Association - Dan Zass 
- Jóvenes Inkas Vivientes Association - Gota de Leche 
- Oxiriia Foundation - Fondo Verde 
- Core Foundation - Imaginary Foundation 
- Fundación Nuestros Pequeños Hermanos - ONGAWA 
(Our Little Brothers Foundation) - Pasos Cooperación 
- Pearls Project - Dalma Foundation 
- Panacetea Foundation - Vision Project 
- Hogar Infantil Almas Divinas 



We would also like to express our gratitude to the Entities with which we have 
collaborated through our emergency fund, such as: 

 
- Association of Prader Willi Syndrome - Action Against Hunger 

- Foundation for Applied Medical Research - FAMMA 

- Pasos Cooperation - Innomedix 

- Urban Angels 
- Hospital Recovery Foundation for Africa 
Convent of Our Lady of Providence 

 
And especially to those entities that have presented their projects in the 2019 call for 

proposals, but were not approved: 
 

ACCION CONTRA EL HAMBRE, ANTOROPOLOGIA GLOBAL, APOYO DON BOSCO, 
ASEM, ASOCIACIÓN BARRÓ, ASOCIACION PROYECTO ABRAHAM, ASOCIACION 
VIAJES TUMANI, CODESO, CONGREGACION DE LOS PEQUEÑOS PADRES, 
ECONOMISTAS SIN FRONTERAS, EUROFIRMS FUNDACION PRIVADA, EUROFIRMS, 
FUNDACION PRIVADA, FABRICANDO FANTASIAS, FONDO VERDE, FUNDACION 
ATASIM, FUNDACION AYMY, FUNDACION CBD-HABITAT, FUNDACION CODESPA, 
FUNDACION DE LA CRUZ BLANCA, FUNDACION INTEGRA, FUNDACION PEDAGOGICA 
CRISTAL, FUNDACIÓN PEQUEÑO DESEO, FUNDACION PRESMANES JIMENEZ DIAZ, 
FUNDACION RANSTAD, FUNDACION TENGO HOGAR, FUNDACION VISOZIAL, GRUPO 
DE APOLO, HEALTH FOR AFRICA 55, HELP UP, HOMELESS ENTREPRENEUR, 
HUMANICEMOS, MISIONERAS DE JM Y J, MON JOVE ASOCIACION, MOVIMIENTO DE 
ORIENTACIÓN AL EMIGRANTE, NOS NOROESTE SOSTENIBLE, OMT - AREA DE 
COOPERACIÓN, PORQUE NO AYUDAR, PROSALUS, PROYECTO LUZ DE 
ESPERANZA,UPOCAM. 

 
Hereby, we would also like to express our especial thanks to the volunteers of the 
Evaluation Committee, for their support and continued collaboration, in particular to: 

 
- Mario Muñoz Beteta - Valeria León 

 
- Justo Palma Bastos - Rebeca Pizarro Hoyas 

 
- Laura Ramirez Baños - Maricel Abarzua Willinbrikn 

 
- Luz Tribal Tierno -Maria Berlanga Rodriguez 

 
- Elena Jimenez Berrón - Eira López Acuña 

 
- Maria Teresa Turrillo Montiel - Carlos González Hernando 

 
- Hema Sachdeva - Amparo Vinuesa Mansilla 

 
- Vidal Peiró Fernández - Amanda López García 

 
- Elisa Sobejano Martinez - Ainoa Sanz Gonzalez 

 
- Barbara Arias Sanchez - Isabel Dominguez Garcia 

 
- Vanessa Fraile Serrano - Tatiana Rozhko 

 
- Sara García Correas - Amaya de Cortabitarte López 

 
- Claudia Braña Goytre 



In 2020, given the situation of the Pandemic and the paralysis of the economy and 
basic sectors, the Foundation created a Dynamisation Group to reactivate the 
Foundation and its activities during the months of the Pandemic and the New 
Normality. We would like to thank 

 
- Vanessa Fraile Serrano - Maricel Abarzua Willinbrikn 
- Carlos Gonzalez Hernández - Luz Tribaldos Tierno 
- Sara García Correas - Justo Palma Bastos 
- Begoña Pacios Bello - Mónica García 
- Claudia Braña Goytre 

 
Our thanks to those colleagues who have volunteered in Solidarity for Development, in 
the weekly routes with Homeless People (PSH): 

 
- Luz Carmen Tribaldos Tierno 
- Felisa Aguilera Teresa 
- Justo Palma Bastos 

 
Our gratitude also to the volunteers of the Oxiria Foundation's "Discovering More Secrets of 
Madrid", a project with mentally handicapped people: 

 
- Luz Carmen Tribaldos Tierno 
- Justo Palma Bastos 
- Mª Teresa Turrillo Montiel 

 
And the accompanying family and friends: 

 
- Cecilia Gónzalez Turrillo 

 
Our special thanks to our colleague and Managing Director of Europamundo 
Vacaciones (EMV) and President of the Europamundo Foundation, Luis García 
Codron, for being by our side, supporting and advising us in the development of the 
Foundation's activities. We would also like to thank our Vice President Berend Lund 
Christian, our Commercial Director Alejandro de la Osa for his participation in the 
Foundation's activities and our members of the Board of Directors. 
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ORGANIZATION 



 
 
 
 

 

President: Luis García Codron 

 

Vicepresident: Berend Lund Christian 

 

Treasurer: Gabriel Sánchez De Lamadrid 

 
Secretary: Justo Palma Bastos 

 

Vocal: 

Feliz Graciele Axalan Zablan 

Carlos Pera Apud Johanna 

Lorena Vázquez 

Elena Jimenez Berrón 

Vanessa Fraile Serrano Carlos 

González Hernando 

 
 

 

 Valuation Commission 

 
 Volunteers 



 
 

Tislit Gorges - Moroccan Antiatlas 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.europamundo.com/fundacion/Inicio.aspx?p 

 

 
Projects carried out throughout the World in the 2012 - 2020 

http://www.europamundo.com/fundacion/Inicio.aspx?p

